
New York 2018
The signature event of the year took place in New York in May. 
Consensus 2018 occurred at the New York Hilton Midtown 
from 14th-16th May as part of a busy week for blockchain in 
the Big Apple. 

“Consensus 2018 featured 250+ speakers and 4,000+ 
attendees from the leading industry startups, investors, 
financial institutions, enterprise tech leaders, and academic 
and policy groups who are building the foundations of the 
blockchain and digital currency economy.”

ISOLAS LLP also organised a private event for guests, Joey 
Garcia posted on LinkedIn about the event: “A real pleasure 
for ISOLAS LLP to be able to host this evening’s private 
gathering with so many friends, clients and colleagues in 
NYC. Too many people to thank but especially great to see 
Joshua Ashley Klayman Kuzar, Joel Telpner, Daniel Resas, 
Greg Murphy and Kevin Werbach from the Wharton 
initiative and to touch base with Coinfloor (Obi Nwosu), 
RSK labs (Diego Gutiérrez Zaldívar), OKCoin (Tim Byun), 
British Blockchain Association (Julien Bouteloup), Bloom 
(Jesse Leimgruber), LendingBlock (Steve Swain), Coinsilium 
(Eddy Travia), StartupToken (Yacine Teraï), Coinsilium 
(Malcolm Pallé), Oxygen (Alex Grebnev), Xapo (Seamus 
Rocca), Octagon Strategy (Nathan Simmons), Sweetbridge 
(David Henderson), Alice (Raphaël Mazet) and so many 
more. Great to be able to host you all this evening and to 
touch base”
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Welcome to the first edition of our DLT bulletin, designed to offer readers a summary 
of the latest developments from Gibraltar and beyond in the context of the fast-paced 
and ever-evolving DLT and wider fintech space. In this bulletin we review the series of 
events at which the DLT team has been present/has organised during the course of the 
year, most notably our attendance and participation in Consensus 2018, the flagship 
blockchain event in the industry’s calendar.
This bulletin also covers our contributions to various publications, and our attendance 
at various trade missions and technical events, including the recent Token Market event 
held in Gibraltar in June. Joey Garcia, Partner in charge of the Fintech/DLT team and 
one of only 12 lawyers around the world recognised by Chambers and Partners as a 
leading global lawyer in blockchain and cryptocurrencies, discussed security standards 
in token developments and how best to regulate blockchain.



Albert Isola, Minister for Commerce, 
has announced the creation of 
the Gibraltar Association for 
New Technologies (“GANT”), an 
association to be formed with the 
private sector.
The association will formally launch 
shortly once the initial formalities are 
completed and an inaugural meeting 

is held. David Parody has accepted 
the position of Chairman for an initial 
period to oversee the preliminary 
formative stages including adoption 
of the constitution, the establishment 
of the Executive Committee and to 
ensure an orderly transition to a fully 
functioning private sector driven 
organisation.

What’s happening in Gibraltar?
Gibraltar Launch Association
For New Technologies “GANT”

Joey Garcia, Partner at ISOLAS LLP, 
in charge of the Fintech/DLT team, 
has been recognised by Chambers 
and Partners as one of only twelve 
Lawyers around the world (and the 
only one in Gibraltar) in a spotlight 
table of the leading global lawyers 
in blockchain and cryptocurrencies.

He commented, “Looking forward to contributing to 
the Legalblock Global Regulation Framework series 
starting tomorrow and covering developments in 
Gibraltar. ISOLAS LLP, Startup Grind Gibraltar”

Joey Garcia 
contributes 
to LegalBlock 
Global Regulation 
Framework

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ivb8PBwLJoM

Joey Garcia

Jonathan Garcia was last month elected to 
the executive committee of the Gibraltar 
Funds and Investments Association (GFIA)  
as it considers updates to legislative 
positions and innovative products in the 
crypto space, at the crucial time that the 
Funds industry is clearly stepping up its 
efforts in this space.

Jonathan Garcia recently spoke at the European Commerce Registers’ Forum, 
held in Gibraltar, about developments within the DLT space. The main focus 
was on how the technology could fit within the corporate ‘universe’

Joey Garcia spoke at the Token Summit Event held at the Pier 36 Baseball  
City Conference centre. Token Summit III New York was the 3rd event in the 
Token Summit series; the first conference, which explored in depth the Token- 
Based Economy, took place in May 2017. The focus of the Token Summit is on 
Designing Token-Based Economies, and succeeding at creating value for users. 
Token Summit is described as ‘the real insiders’ summit’.

Save the Date! Thursday 14, 3.00pm UTC. Kicking off our 
Global RegulationFrameworks series. Get to know what 
is going on in Gibraltar going this one-to-one session 
with Joey Garcia. Our All-Star community member Kelvin 
Lockwood will be moderating.
Joey Garcia #Blockchain #Regulation #LegalTech.
Register here: http://lnkd.in/dEuvfpu



In early June, the DLT Team attended a number of events. On June 5th, ISOLAS LLP was invited to speak at an event 
organised by Withers Worldwide (WW) in London, with a focus on the role of cryptocurrency in philanthropy. 
Neasa Coen from the WW charities team and guest speakers Rhodri Davies from Charities Aid Foundation 
alongside Joey Garcia and Emma Azopardi Lejeune from ISOLAS LLP explored the rise of cryptocurrencies and 
the implications for charities and philanthropists.

The team was then delighted to have been able to host the RSK Labs meetup at ISOLAS LLP. Many thanks to 
Diego Gutiérrez Zaldívar, Sergio Demian Lerner and Alejandro Banzas along with the rest of the team for sharing 
their vision with the Gibraltar community! It was great to have them here and to learn more about the various 
initiatives they’re working on!

Jonathan Garcia then travelled to Berlin, commenting that 
he’d had a great day there,  discussing  with  a  bright   group 
of people the position paper on token regulation, published 
by the Blockchain Bundesverband. Its focus is on the status 
quo of the current regulation of Token sale related matters 
under EU law and the problems that arise from applying this in 

the Blockchain context. Following this, Jonathan took part 
in a panel discussion, accompanied by Andreas Mätzler, 
Guillaume Beal, Daniel Resas, Monique Bachner and 
Nejc Novak, LL.M. (UCL) on EU Token Regulation held at 
Technische Universität Berlin. Big thanks to Dr. Nina- Luisa 
Siedler for her tireless efforts in making all of this happen. 

In June, Token  Market  was  held in 
Gibraltar where Joey Garcia  spoke  on  a 
panel, discussing security standards in 
Token development, how to best regulate 
blockchain and where the markets are 
heading.

As a specialist with unparalleled experience 
in the FinTech industry, he gave attendees 
new innovative approaches on how 
financial services can adopt blockchain.



The Gibraltar Financial Services Commission has, in recent 
days, communicated “in-principle” decisions on the first batch 
of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) provider licence 
applications. The GFSC is currently considering a significant 
number of other applications which are at different stages of 
evaluation. An “in-principle” decision is the first stage of full 
authorisation where an applicant needs to satisfy the GFSC 
on one or more requirements in order to obtain a licence.

ISOLAS is proud to report that a number of its clients were 
notified as part of the first batch of ‘in-principle’ decisions. 
One of those clients was Coinfloor. Coinfloor’s  COO, Amadeo 
Pellicce, says: “In Gibraltar we have found an excellent mix 
of credible and forward-thinking industry players, regulators, 
government, banks, and lawyers, especially our legal counsel, 
ISOLAS, all with the knowledge and the commitment needed 
to make the DLT framework a success. We are excited to be a 
key member of the Gibraltarian ecosystem and are focused on 
doing our part to help Gibraltar become a leading jurisdiction 
for the crypto asset industry.”

Joey Garcia, lead partner in the Fintech team at ISOLAS LLP 
explained that “it has been an intense few months and a lot 
of work has gone into securing these in-principle approvals 
at this time.  Our clients are thrilled to have seen the process 
of applying for a licence through to this point and are excited 
about what the future holds for them.”

Gibraltar applicants secure ‘in principle’ decisions 
from the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission

Global
thought
leaders in
Fintech
ISOLAS’ DLT Team has been very busy during 
2018 in the thought leadership context, 
contributing to a number of high profile industry 
publications, sharing their unrivalled expertise 
in the field.  The publications to which the team 
have been contributing, directly or by reference 
to ISOLAS articles being used as a resource 
include Bloomberg Research, the Masters of 
Blockchain book written by Andrew Romans 
and the International Comparative Legal Guide 
to Fintech 2018.  Notably, the team recently 
contributed the Gibraltar chapter of the U.S. 
Chamber of Digital Commerce’s ‘Understanding 
Digital Tokens: Market Overviews and Proposed 
Guidelines for Policymakers and Practitioners’.

By continuing to contribute to these 
publications, the DLT Team continues to push 
hard to entrench its position as market leader in 
Gibraltar and a source for genuine and insightful 
thought leadership for DLT in the global context. 
To read more about these efforts, visit

https://www.gibraltarlawyers.com/news/isolas-global-thought-leaders-in-cryptocurrency

“Understanding Digital Tokens” is availbale for download here
https://goo.gl/Wxf6aH


